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Response 1 Response 2 Response 3 Response 4 Response 5 Response 6 Response 7 Response 8 Response 9 Response 10 Response 11 Response 12 Response 13 Response 14 Response 15
5 5 4 5 5 4 5 4 5 2 1 4 3 5 5

Response 16 Response 17 Response 18 Response 19 Response 20 Response 21 Response 22 Response 23 Response 24 Response 25 Response 26 Response 27 Response 28 Response 29
4 3 5 4 2 3 3 4 5 5 4 4 4 3

Comments:

5 very frie 11

4 mostly 10

3 modera 5
2 low 2
1 not frie 1

29. Most employees work really hard to be helpful. Unfortunately in many cases they are working with rules and organizational structure that 

5. By and large CBS employees care a great deal about the welfare of Sitka's citizens and businesses. A majority of CBS employees plan on 
calling Sitka our home for life and as such we all have a large stake in Sitka's future. To this end for the most part CBS employees strive to 
assist citizens and business owners in fulfilling their goals in what ways we can whenever possible.

25. CBS employees generally are very business friendly. CBS code, policy, procedures (or lack of) are very unfriendly.
26. None.
27. I feel the CBS staff work hard at trying to communicate and be as direct as possible. One problem is CBS operation is complex for even 
staff. Sometimes trying to find the correct avenue is held up by the process itself.
28. None.

17. None.

6. None.
7. Running a business is pretty straight forward. CBS helps people get their paperwork correct.
8. Yes. It is a double edged sword. I see a hard working, understanding staff that cares but is told to enforce code and are reminded that code 
is the law and they are obligated to enforce.
9. Library staff works hard to accommodate everyone who comes into the library.
10. Some departments go above and beyond. Others could improve.
11. No
12. None.
13. None.
14. None.

In your opinion, is the CBS "business friendly?" That is, in the interactions between business clients and the CBS, are CBS employees helpful to  

1. Within the scope and  confines of the SGC, CBS employees are extraordinarily business friendly. Incidents of being "non-business friendly" 
are often attributable to enforcing the provisions of the code.
2. None
3. I think some employees/departments have better customer service skills/accessibility than others. In terms of are we "business friendly." 
The problem is that that can mean different things to different people.
4. Answer based on customer service I have witnessed, as opposed to whether I feel CBS policies are business friendly. For instance, we have 
some business unfriendly policies discussed to the public in a helpful manner.

15. I think the city does very well to assist businesses, with the amount of limited man power we have to accomplish all the things that are 
16. None.

24. None.

18. I feel that all city employees do their best to be as helpful as possible.
19. None.
20. Loosen up on code regulations for building and food carts.
21. We put on the appearance of being business friendly, however, taxes and utilities are too high to support new industries coming to town. 
There is huge a shortage of low and medium cost housing for new employees. City infrastructure (water, sewer, electricity, roads) is failing, 
which will lead to existing companies to leave town.
22. Fill vacant positions.
23. I always try to be helpful when speaking with business clients. In my position I have a lot of opportunities to speak with CBS clients.
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In your opinion, is the CBS "business friendly?" That is, in the interactions between business clients and the CBS, are CBS employees helpful to  
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Response 1Response 2Response 3 Response 4Response 5Response 6Response 7Response 8Response 9Response 1Response 1Response 1Response Response Response 15
client 95% 50% 50% 95% 0% 50% 95% 50% 100% 70% 50%
employee 5% 50% 50% 5% 0% 50% 5% 50% 0% 30% 50%

Response 1Response 1Response 18Response 1Response 2Response 2Response 2Response 2Response 2Response 2Response 2Response 2Response 28
client 50% 50% 50% 50% 40% 75% 40% 0% 0% 50% 40%
employee 50% 50% 50% 50% 60% 25% 60% 0% 0% 50% 60%

Comments:

fault of business client
fault of CBS employee
did not an 6

50/50 faul 10
mostly fau    6

mostly fau    3
did not an 6

27. I see that CBS staff are attempting to do what is best for the community as a whole following or attempting to follow best practices. Industry standards 
and fairness. Often businesses/contractors may not fully understand the process and/or don't want to go by said process for their own interests.
28. Lack of information for business clients. Lack of information provided by cabs employee.
29. The very nature of this question shows a negative brand of leadership and understanding of good/positive customer training with staff. Great leaders 
don't waist time trying to last fault. Great leaders take responsibility to lead it and provide training/resources.

22. None.
23. As CBS employees we generally have more knowledge and information regarding city policies, procedures, and operations. We are slightly more 
responsible for how we relay that information.
24. 9x out of 10 it’s a misunderstanding.
25. With unclear CBS code, policy, or procedures that are followed the path ahead for approval/conclusion becomes very slow and unclear.
26. None.

20. We should be working to make it easier for business to get started. Not make them jump thru a bunch of hoops to get started.
21. The city is full of cutthroat capitalists and the city is the biggest "pigeon" for those who "want to make their million." Many complaints are from 
contractors who, being strictly held to their contracts, are not able to bleed the city to the extent that they want. Others are from capitalists who were 
unsuccessful in getting the city to subsidize their adventure with free/reduced city services. Others are from politically connected who can't get the city to 
give them land and subsidized water/power/sewer for their latest real estate investment.

In general, when there are interactions between CBS Employees and the Business Clients, and things seem to go wrong, in your opinion, is it the fault of the 
CBS employee or the Business Client?

1. Most difficult situations arise when a CBS employee must enforce some provision of the code that a citizen doesn't like, such as turning off power or non-
payment. Very rarely does an employee attitude serve as the basis of a conflict. An ambiguous general code and clumsy, inefficient process for changing and 
improving it is the center point of many conflict interactions.

3. Miscommunication usually requires both parties to have a least some culpability.
2. This is hard to judge. It could be skewed another way in some cases.

4. Again, my response is based on customer service observations. I find public works staff to be consistently friendly and professional. 
5. I do not believe this question has a good answer even in generalities, placing blame on one group or another will not bring a positive outcome and we all 
need to work together for the benefit of our city. Most negative interactions between CBS employees and business owners/citizens arise from 
misunderstandings on the part of either the employee or the citizen (or both). In most of these instances if level-headed and open-minded conversations 
occur understanding can be achieved and agreeable results arise. All people have goo and bad days, CBS employees and citizens alike, the best way we can 
avoid these conflicts is to be aware that yourself or the person you are interacting with may not be having a great day and we need to act in a manner that 
will allow open dialogue.
6. We all make mistakes. I do not have an opinion on percent of fault.
7. Neither. Every situation is different.
8. As it has been explained to me, the code is the code and it is illegal not to enforce it. I don't believe that the public understand this. A business 
friendly/citizen friendly movement to change code would be the solution in my view.
9. Business client is unaware of library policies and rules for usage - this is the main cause of problems.
10 through 19. None.
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In general, when there are interactions between CBS Employees and the Business Clients, and things seem to go wrong, in your opinion, is it the fault of the 
CBS employee or the Business Client?
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Fault when things seem to go wrong
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Comments:

2. We live on a island so this puts some restriction on us. We need another fiber connection in town. Then we can attract some online tech services.

6. Customers complain that it's confusing to start a new business. We need a clean, step by step process for policy and procedures.

7. Educate and motivate. Some people are intimidated to start a business. If more educational pamphlets were available giving people steps it might help.

The Assembly has identified Economic Development as one of its highest priorities. What do you believe can be done by CBS Management, CBS Employees, the Assembly, and the 
Business Community to improve the prospects of actually growing our economy?

1. You have to spend money first to make money. Economic development will not magically happen for free. Also, pinning hopes for economic development on 1 or 2 actions is 
naïve. It will take a concerted effort among all sections of the city (business community, school district, real estate developers, transportation, communication) to make Sitka the 
most attractive place to invest or start a business, as compared to competitors/alternatives. The CBS needs to invest substantially in an economic development (SEDA is 
inadequate) authority, identify realistic opportunities for outside investment, identify barriers to this investment (i.e., lack of trained work force, lack of commercial/residential real 
estate, poor communication, infrastructure), seek a public/private partnership to overcome or mitigate barriers, identify government financial inducements needed to attract 
business, then target business sectors and aggressively advertise/recruit that Sitka is open for business. Finally, keep the Assembly out of the process as much as possible. 
Recognize that private industry sees the public process as a hindrance to be avoided if at all possible. Recognize that private business takes place in private, not in a public forum.

3. a. Define what "business friendly" actually means. Please stop using this vague term and expecting everyone to have the same interpretation of it as change the way we work 
accordingly. Set actual, specific achievable goals i.e., fee changes, policy changes, customer interaction, etc. b. Staff city hall appropriately. One of the business and citizen 
complaints is that offices are closed at odd hours or phones aren't answered. Its not because we don't want to - we're understaffed and can't. Having more city staff available to 
answer questions and guide business to navigate "the bureaucracy." c. When polling the business community, ask for more specific feedback on how CBS could be better - focus on 
policy changes, not a general sense of "are you happy with..." because most of the time, the answer will be no (people will always hate rules and taxes). d. Thru policy changes, 
allow CBS staff to make discretionary calls when code doesn't apply/fit, but do it in a way where there is still transparency, oversight, fairness, and documentation. We often have 
to follow the letter of the law, even if it holds back a good idea because otherwise, we personally (or our bosses) will be taken to the mat by the Assembly. e. Hire a grant manager 
to chase down available dollars for economic development, housing, and infrastructure needs. f. Random ideas: businesses involving recycling or use of recycled materials 
manufacturing plastic products from plastic waste and/or having Sitka become the consolidation hub for SE AK recycling to add value to products shipped south. Both ideas have 
the added benefit of reducing waste disposal cost. Hydroponics/aquaponics for limited drop growth - utilize GPIP buildings/infrastructure for summer workers that could also be 
used by SEARHC or the schools during the winter - SEDA report states we need more seasonal housing. g. Better relationship between CBS staff and Assembly. CYA culture that has 
been bred by this tension is bad for everyone.
4. Thorough review of Sitka General Code to determine if our guiding principles make sense. Change what is needed.

5.  For Sitka's positive economic development to continue CBS staff positions that directly (and indirectly) affect economic growth availability and possibility must be filled and 
possibly augmented. Both the Planning Department and Building Department are directly associated with development and growth and need to be fully staffed with competent 
personnel. Paramount priority at this time should be to obtain the services of an experienced Planning Director. Additionally, under our current staffing schedule both of these 
departments seem short-handed and it appears to me that they both could easily keep a third staff member busy thus reducing turn-around time for requests of all types.



16. None.
17. Push to make it a tour ship friendly town, and address a boat haul-out for the fishing fleet.
18. Be open minded, and willing to change. Listen to the wants/needs of the community and try to do our best to help ideas become reality.

13. Focus on sustainability, not growth.
14. None.
15. Figure out whose job it is to spur That growth along. Maybe it is nobody's job at this time. SEDA seems to be limited to the industrial park too much.

8. For instant impact: When there is a gray area regarding interpretation of a code or policy, go with the less restrictive of costing (to the citizen of business) option. That is, side 
with the citizen/private sector.
9. Positive promotion of all that Sitka currently has to offer needs to be increased (Visitor Bureau's support) as well as taking a "researched" risk in new start up ideas. There are 
many things happening now - how much support does the city currently provide?

10. First of all, thank you for the opportunity to respond to the business friendly employee survey. It certainly feels like Sitka's economy is in critical condition. It's alarming to see so 
many businesses closing down or being advertised for sale. It's also alarming to hear that businesses are looking at other SE communities for their business opportunities rather 
than considering Sitka as a possible location to own or operate a business. I've lived in Sitka my entire life and I've never seen our community this divided or fractured. The morale 
of the city organization and community appear to be very low and it's imperative that week work to rectify that conditions. I believe there are some key fundamental issues that 
should be addressed in Sitka. To start with, the basis of a good relationship is trust; the taxpayers of Sitka should be able to trust the Assembly and the Assembly should be able to 
trust the administration and staff etc. If the Assembly doesn't trust or have confidence in the administration or staff there needs to be a change. Trust needs to be earned by being 
honest and truthful on all issues by all involved. Administration and staff need to admit failures and take steps to resolve problems. It's ok to fail, nobody is perfect, as long as we 
learn from it and improve. During my career, I've been told that i's not being dishonest, it's just politics! Politics will never justify dishonesty; that's no acceptable. Being honest and 
treating each other with respect and kindness would go a long way toward sustaining Sitka's future. All organizations can improve and I believe it's imperative for our city 
government to be honest with the taxpayers of Sitka; "transparent government". Along with trust, there needs to be respect. Differences in opinion take place on every topic but 
treating each other with respect as we disagree is a basic foundation for success in a community. Punishing those that we disagree with will never be a healthy solution and may 
create our next problem. There is a need for stability in city leadership and one that establishes a positive sound direction. One that works together with our constituents and 
partners in economic development to provide for Sitka's success in the future. Over the years I've heard some alarming discussions. The administration needs to embrace the 
reality of our economy in Sitka. It is not the administrations job to punish the taxpayers because a tax increase wasn't voted in. in fact, the administration should work overtime to 
be more efficient and effective. many of our taxpayers are living paycheck to paycheck and can't afford to pay more and the administration should respect that. Is there a way to be 
more efficient? Always! And we should be working towards the cuts that can be made where it's felt the least rather than where it's felt the most so as to not punish the taxpayers. 
How do we attract and support additional businesses to increase the revenue rather than increase taxes? Support economic development. Philosophically, as a government 
employees, I'm merely the caretaker of the communities assets, I don't own them etc. It is our job as employees to live within the means and to maintain the community's 
infrastructure to the best of our abilities. It is our job to ensure that Sitka is getting the best possible product for the dollars spent. Projects should be monitored and inspected to 
ensure that the best quality is achieved for longevity, reduced maintenance and overall success. Contractors should take pride in their workmanship and provide the city with the 
best possible product and quality workmanship should be rewarded. Poor work should never be accepted and the contractor should be held accountable for such. We need to be 
honest, kind, and business friendly. Sitka needs to build a business friendly reputation. The administration and staff should work to better assist those trying to start a business as 
well as support our current businesses. What can we do to generate new business to increase revenue etc.? How can we be more efficient and effective in providing current 
services? Can the building official and planner assist with solutions to code issues? Can our public works departments better assist with services? We can always do better! These 
are just a few thoughts, thanks again for the opportunity.
11. Get new Assembly people must get Mosher, Wein, and most definitely the cry baby Nelson out!!
12. Making sure that CBS is hiring and keeping those employees that are invested in the community and not keeping the employees who alternative motives or who only care about 
bettering themselves and their own agenda.



25. With many Assembly votes 4-3 the Assembly does not appear to have a clear vision. Growth for just do something? Or growth for sustainable growth.
26. Harvest timber.
27. Come up with an achievable vision, give direction and contract that plan to be executed by a professional business organization to build or produce with set parameters and key 
milestone goals. 
28. Develop a long term plan, and secure some real investors. Decide if we need start relying on something other than the fishing industry. Look more to develop year round 
29. Don't spend time trying to prove, blame, convince, and start investing in resources with a proven track records to yield results. The code & charter are significantly outdated and 
policy and procedures are mostly nonexistent. The Assembly needs to invest in the professional resources to come in and modernize our structure to best practice of being 
business friendly with good training, policy, procedures so the change is lasing and is not open to lots of staff interpretation.

20. Loosen up code regulations on business, building, and food carts.

21. 1. Run the city more efficiently. Lower taxes. Ensure everybody pays their share. The rule should be "we supply services at cost, not a penny less." 2. Eliminate all tax giveaways 
to SEARHC, NSRAA, Silver Bay Seafood, tourism, harbors and others. 3. Stop all the "giveaways" to politically connected (too numerous to list). 4. The Administrator and Assembly 
need to get a handle on city finances. Cut the unnecessary. 5. Establish a long term capital plan for all city departments based on reality, not financial delusion. 6. Ensure that all city 
employees put in "a fair days work for a fair day's pay. "Don't pay for work twice, once when they surf the internet and a second when they actually do it.
22. Fill vacant positions.
23. We need to identify a vision for our economic future, make a plan to achieve the goal, and implement the plan. Personally, I feel our vision should focus around the tourism 
24. It’s always a gamble, people need to understand that it will cost something to make it work.

19. None.
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Response 1 Response 2 Response 3 Response 4 Response 5 Response 6 Response 7 Response 8 Response 9 Response 10 Response 11 Response 12 Response 13 Response 14 Response 15

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 4 3 4 5
Response 16 Response 17 Response 18 Response 19 Response 20 Response 21 Response 22 Response 23 Response 24 Response 25 Response 26 Response 27 Response 28 Response 29

5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Comments:

4 mostly important 4

3 moderately importan 1

2 low importance 0

1 not important 0

26. $

28. None.

25. Provided economic growth = sustainable growth. Building, building, building, by spending savings and using loans 
may lead to foreclosure, not sustainability.

27. Without a clear vision plan on where Sitka as a whole community wants to go, it is difficult to have a common goal or 
direction that we are heading as one. Yes there are "plans" but not clear manageable plans that are followed by all. 
Where are we going and what to be in 20, 30, 50 years.

29. Where do you see this in code, policy, job description, standards, budget, etc.? Without it integrated in our structure, 
it is not likely to happen. Invest in it and invest in your framework and people and it will happen.

5. Economic growth and development is essential to ensure that Sitka continues to thrive. I, as do many of my fellow CBS 
employees, intend to call Sitka my home for life and so economic growth and development here in Sitka is very 
important to me.

9. Would rather see small business development than an increase in cruise ships. The latter is only seasonal and so are 
the resulting jobs. We need to develop business that works year round and some that include Sitka as a "destination" for 
conferences, meetings, education, research, retreats, festivals, etc.

Is Economic Growth and Development important to you? 

2. None
3. CBS employees are Sitka residents too. We have just as much to gain, or lose, as everyone else in town if the health of 
the economy is poor. We want a stable population, affordable housing, affordable utilities, good schools, and good 
infrastructure too.
4. 5 in a vacuum. Not necessarily relative to a competing interest, like revenue generation (taxation, user fees…). It 
would be good to have more opportunity in town.

6. None.

7. When a city is booming, the energy of the city is a positive one.
8. None.

10 throught 17. None.

24. None.

18. Economic growth is important to all members of the community.
19. None.
20. Yes, it is a very large portion of our tax base.

22. None.

21. There is no easy solution to economic development. The hard solution is to build a first class city infrastructure, as a 
base for business growth. Stop investing city money in "dream" pursuits like the Baranof Brewery and Bulk Water. Live 
with reality; the city's population hasn't changed much in 30 years. The most likely form of significant economic 
development will come from government: a) SEARHC expansion, b) expanded Coast Guard presence, c) a Navy base or d) 
other new government offices. The main criteria for government growth is a first class city infrastructure. 

23. I love Sitka, but fear I won't be able to stay here if our economy continues to struggle. I know many families in the 
same boat.
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Survey Monkey Results from public survey on Economic Development and Friendliness 
October/November 2019. 53 responses. 
 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 



 
 

 



 

 
 



 
 

 
 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 


